
2. (U) THE INFORMATION IS IN THE FOLLOWING FORMAT--RELATIVE RANK AMONG GENERALS/GRADE/NAME/POSITION

3. (U) ROSTER OF ARGARM AUTHORITIES FOR 1995

   GENERALS AND SENIOR COLONELS
   01/TENIENTE GENERAL/MARTIN ANTONIO ((BALZA))/CHIEF OF THE ARMY GENERAL STAFF
   02/TENIENTE GENERAL/MARIO CANDIDO ((DIAZ))/CHIEF OF THE
JOINT STAFF
03/GENERAL DE DIVISION/RAUL JULIO ((GOMEZ SABAINI))/ VICE CHIEF OF THE ARMY GENERAL STAFF
04/GENERAL DE DIVISION/JORGE ((HALPERIN))/COMMANDER, 5TH ARMY CORPS
05/GENERAL DE DIVISION/MAXIMO ROSENDO ((GROBA))/ COMMANDER, 3RD ARMY CORPS
06/GENERAL DE DIVISION/CARLOS ALBERTO ((QUEVEDO))/ COMMANDER, MILITARY INSTITUTES
07/GENERAL DE DIVISION/DAVID UBALDO ((COMINI))/ COMMANDER, 2ND ARMY CORPS
08/GENERAL DE DIVISION/CARLOS MARIA ((ZABALA))/ ARGENTINE ARMY DEFENSE AND ARMY ATTACHE IN THE USA
09/GENERAL DE BRIGADA/JORGE EUSEBIO ((REARTE))/CHIEF, PRESIDENTIAL MILITARY HOUSEHOLD
10/QUARTERMASTER GENERAL/ALDO MARIO ((ABRAM))/CHIEF, ARGARM FINANCES (G-5)
11/GENERAL DE DIVISION/ANIBAL ULISES ((LAINO))/ DIRECTOR, ARMY GENERAL STAFF
12/GENERAL DE BRIGADA/ANTOLIN ((MOSQUERA))/CHIEF OF LOGISTICS (G-4)
13/GENERAL DE BRIGADA/HECTOR MARIO ((GIRALDA))/DEPUTY COMMANDER, 5TH ARMY CORPS
14/GENERAL DE BRIGADA/JULIO CESAR ((VERONELLI))/ COMMANDER, 4TH AIRBORNE BRIGADE
15/GENERAL DE BRIGADA/JUAN CARLOS ((MUGNOLO))/DEPUTY INSPECTOR GENERAL OF THE ARMY
16/GENERAL DE BRIGADA/ALFREDO PABLO ((ROLANDO))/CHIEF OF PERSONNEL (G-1)
17/GENERAL DE BRIGADA/ARTURO EMILIO ((GRANDINETTI))/ CHIEF OF OPERATIONS (JEFE D), JOINT STAFF
18/GENERAL DE BRIGADA/VICTOR DEMETRIO ((PERALTA))/ DEPUTY COMMANDER, UNIKOM, KUWAIT
19/QUARTERMASTER GENERAL/RICARDO RAMON ((FRIAS))/ QUARTERMASTER GENERAL
20/GENERAL DE BRIGADA/RAUL JULIO ((GOMEZ SABAINI))/ COMMANDER, ARMY AVIATION
21/GENERAL DE BRIGADA/RAUL JULIO ((GOMEZ SABAINI))/ COMMANDER, ARMY AVIATION
COMANDER, 9TH MECHANIZED BRIGADE
24/GENERAL DE BRIGADA/JUAN CARLOS ((ANDREOLI))/
DIRECTOR OF ORDNANCE
25/GENERAL DE BRIGADA/ANIBAL MARIO ((ACCONCIA))/CHIEF
OF WELFARE (G-6)
26/GENERAL DE BRIGADA/ERNESTO JUAN ((BOSSI))/SECRETARY
GENERAL
27/GENERAL DE BRIGADA/ENRIQUE ALBERTO ((GRAZZINI))/
DIRECTOR, NATIONAL MILITARY ACADEMY
28/GENERAL DE BRIGADA/RAUL JOSE ((ROMERO))/COMMANDER,
11TH MECHANIZED BRIGADE
29/GENERAL DE BRIGADA/HORACIO RAUL ((ROBREDO))/
COMMANDER, BUENOS AIRES MILITARY GARRISON
30/GENERAL DE BRIGADA/CARLOS ROBERTO ((MATALON))/
COMMANDER OF UN SECURITY FORCES, CROATIA
31/GENERAL DE BRIGADA/JOSE ARTURO ((ECHEVERRIA))/
COMMANDER, 10TH MECHANIZED BRIGADE
32/GENERAL DE BRIGADA/JORGE PEDRO ((MINA))/CHIEF OF
INTELLIGENCE (G-2)
33/GENERAL DE BRIGADA/HORACIO ((MAURO))/DIRECTOR, ARMY
ADVANCED EDUCATION INSTITUTE
34/GENERAL DE BRIGADA/ROBERTO ANIBAL ((SANCHEZ
NEGRETTE))/COMMANDER, 3RD SCHOOL BRIGADE
35/GENERAL DE BRIGADA/RICARDO GUILLERMO ((BRINZONI))/
CHIEF OF OPERATIONS (G-3)
36/GENERAL DE BRIGADA/CARLOS ((ALFONSO))/COMMANDER, 1ST
ARMOR BRIGADE
37/CORONEL MAYOR/LUIS HILARIO ((LAGOS))/COMMANDER, 5TH
MOTORIZED BRIGADE
38/CORONEL MAYOR/PACIFICO LUIS ((BRITOS))/COMMANDER,
6TH MOUNTAIN BRIGADE

COMMENTS: 1. THIS LIST REFLECTS
CHANGES THAT ARE GRADUALLY TAKING PLACE IN THE
PROMOTION POLICIES OF THE ARGARM. ACCORDING TO THIS
LIST, A GENERAL OFFICER HAS REMAINED ON ACTIVE DUTY
WHEN SOMEONE JUNIOR TO HIM WAS PROMOTED OVER HIM. THE
CASE IN POINT IS GENERAL DE BRIGADA REARTE, WHO REMAINS
ON ACTIVE DUTY (NUMBER 9 ON THIS LIST) AFTER GENERAL
LAINO, WHO WAS JUNIOR TO HIM, WAS PROMOTED TO GENERAL
DE DIVISION (REFLECTED AS NUMBER 11). GENERAL REARTE
IS LISTED ON THIS ROSTER AS STILL SENIOR TO LAINO, EVEN
THOUGH LAINO HAS BEEN PROMOTED TO THE NEXT HIGHER RANK. THIS IS PROBABLY A MISTAKE.

2. ALSO, ACCORDING TO THIS LIST, GENERAL ABRAM, WHO WAS INITIALLY ON THE RETIREMENT ROSTER FOR THIS YEAR, REMAINS ON ACTIVE DUTY AND APPARENTLY WILL STAY FOR ANOTHER YEAR.

WARNING: REPORT CLASSIFIED CONFIDENTIAL.